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Calgary and the First 
World War - Lougheed 
House hosts event

Canadian Country Singers 
hope to gain recognition 
south of the border -  Kira 
Isabella and others

The unlikeliest of bromances 
Inside Monahan and 
McGrattan’s friendship

Calgarians at work- From doll making to dancing, the Calgary Journal explores some of Calgary’s most 
unusual jobs
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Cheng began creating art six-
years-ago when he was in Grade 
9 at the Calgary Science School. 
He primarily uses acrylic paint and 
digital illustrating to create art that 
he says is reflective of his life. Cheng 
illustrates snapshots of his life in his 
art by a portrayal of his alter ego – 
Ifey, because he is often iffy about 
his decisions in life.

“I never know what I want,” Cheng 
said with a chuckle. “The characters I 
draw throw around that word.” 

He said that his style has evolved 
from when he was a teenager, 
adding that his work used to be 
cartoons with no meaning behind 
them. However, Cheng said he feels 
like his work is still developing.

“I have been evaluating my work 
and I have been trying to push it. 
It has not hit my standard of what I 
want it to become yet,” Cheng said.

The above piece is close to what 
Cheng said is the style he wants 

to lean towards, adding that the 
connection to his life and this piece 
is how he cannot live without coffee 
these days.  Davin is attending SAIT 
where he is studying architecture.

Cheng’s work is available year round at 
ifey9000.com
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STREETERS

SIGN OF THE MONTH ARTIST OF THE MONTH

What makes your life so awesome? Various Calgarians voiced their 
opinion in the community of Ramsay. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALYSSA QUIRICO 

WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE 
TO TRANSIT OR TRANSPORTATION IN CALGARY?

“More effective wait times for busses when drivers 
switch over and at train stations.” - Tammy Grgich, 49

“Outlets for chargers on all trains and busses, utilize 
the wind power!” - Victoria Abou Daher, 18

“More heated transit shelters for winter.”
- Ramey Katrib, 33

“More carpool lanes for traffic and less bike lanes in 
winter.” - Krista Prya, 28

ALL PHOTOS BY ANDREW SZEKERES/CALGARY JOURNAL

YYC MUSIC

BLACK EARTH
When: 

Nov. 21st Dickens Pub, $10
Lyric: 

Pretty in Pain
Let me take you with me 
Into the sea
We can live underwater
When you sing you torture me
A voice so pretty in pain

Bio: 
Calgary’s four-piece female 
fronted evil pop band will 
be releasing its third studio 
album, accompanied on 
stage by Nevertime High, 
Xposure winners Craic The 
Lens and The Evidence. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF BLACK EARTH FACEBOOK PAGE

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID CHENG
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“Dear Parents, your child is enrolled in 
Religious Studies. Alberta Learning and 
the Calgary Catholic School District 

require that parents be informed that human 
sexuality instruction will occur as a unit of study 
in this course.”

As a youth, bringing this letter home meant 
nervous giggles from my fellow students, learning 
about our changing bodies and human intimacy.

What I didn’t expect was feelings of exclusion, a 
loss of voice, and isolation from my peers.

I never experienced a proper sexual education 
as an LGBT youth in Calgary. Questions I had 
concerning my sexuality and being sexually active 
as part of the LGBT community went unasked and 
unanswered in the classroom. I was clueless on 
what to do in a sexual situation, or how to handle 
the multitude of issues the LGBT community faces.

While one could argue my experience was 
isolated, being the sole openly gay student at my 
junior high, and one in only a handful of LGBT 
students in high school, I was not alone.

“As far as it went, we learned it in religion class,” 
said former Bishop Grandin High School student 
Geri Mayer-Judson. “There was mention of the 
stereotypical gay lifestyle in the textbook, like the 
promiscuity and going out; it was established that 
sex that was not for the purpose of procreation, 
that there was no possibility of procreation was just 
against God.”

Identifying as bisexual, Mayer-Judson said she 
felt excluded on many levels.

“There was nothing there for me,” she said. 

“Information I needed to know before I was sexually 
active was never given to me whatsoever,

“If I wanted to have heterosexual sex then, I 
would be well prepared but there wasn’t anything 
if I wanted to be with someone of my own gender,” 
she said, adding transgendered issues were never 
once touched upon in her entire education. 

Like me, Mayer-Judson turned to the Internet to 

educate herself.
This resonates with Amoreena Ashe, who 

experienced her own troubles with sexual 
education in the public school system. Identifying 
as a lesbian, she went to friends, books and the 
Internet for sexual education as a teen, as it wasn’t 
formally discussed in the classroom when she 
attended Queen Elizabeth High School. 

Now a third-year nursing student at the 
University of Calgary, Ashe sees a large gap in the 
system.

“It needs to start early and it needs to be 
mandatory in younger grades and continuing on,” 
she said. “They need to not leave it up to teachers 
at the school who may or may not be informed 
themselves.”

ADMINISTRATIVE FIREWALL
These experiences with LGBT sexual health are what 
trouble Kristopher Wells, director of programs and 
services at the Institute for Sexual Minority Studies 
and Services at the University of Alberta. He described 
the exclusionary atmosphere for LGBT students in 
Alberta classrooms  a “process of othering.”

“The problem is the gatekeepers,” Wells said. “It’s 
the administrators and the school board trustees 
and these politicians that come from a different 
generation. But that’s not today’s reality. That’s 
certainly not the reality of today’s young people.”

According to Alberta Learning, sexual education 
begins in Grade 4 in Health and Life Skills for Alberta 
students. High school sexual health education is 
taught in Career and Life Management (CALM). 
Alberta Education confirmed all school boards, 
including separate, must teach the curriculum. 

However, both documents fail to mention specific 
LGBT topics, only one outcome in CALM stating, 
“Students will examine a range of behaviours and 
choices regarding sexual expression.”

Lesson plans from www.teachingsexualhealth.ca 
-- a website produced by Alberta Health Services, 
the Calgary Board of Education and many other 
associations –mentions LGBT topics only once in 
CALM  as a discussion of values.  No other identifiable 
mention of LBGT topics could be found within the 
curriculum.

Sex-ed, 
Alberta LGBT students still face discrimination in the classroom

“There was nothing there for 
me. Information I needed to 
know before I was sexually 

active was never given to me 
whatsoever.”

GERI MAYER-JUDSON,
Former Bishop Grandin High School student

CAMERON PERRIER
cperrier@cjournal.ca

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY CAMERON PERRIER/CALGARY JOURNAL

but not for all
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Part of the site is also for parents with general 

definitions and common questions regarding 
LGBT and sexuality. Alberta Education said these 
resources are encouraged for teachers to use, not 
mandatory. Despite this, some students still may 
not receive the sexual education they deserve. 

DISCRIMINATORY LEGISLATION
In 2009, the Alberta government passed the 
controversial Bill 44. While the bill was lauded for 
finally writing sexual orientation into the Alberta 
Human Rights Act, Section 11.1 received sharp 
criticism for allowing parents to pull their children 
from the classroom for topics of sexual education 
and orientation.

Advocates for parental choice in education also 
give praise, but Wells voices concern for LGBT 
students and for creating a non- discriminatory 
atmosphere in the classroom.

“Section 11.1 really undermines the role of 
education to prevent discrimination,” Wells said. 
“This is arguably the number one issue that 
Alberta has in regards to government’s policy and 
legislation.”

Comparatively, British Columbia does not allow 
parents to opt their children out of curriculum 
where LGBT issues are discussed. 

Pam Krause, president and CEO of the Calgary 
Sexual Health Centre (CSHC), recognizes while 
some parents might be uncomfortable with 
classroom topics concerning sexual health and 
LGBT issues, youth need to be given an opportunity 
to explore their own values.

“What we’re doing is giving youth an opportunity 
to explore their values, and then what we want 
to have happen in every case is that they then 
develop them with their family, with the people 
around them.”

Krause calls for a standardized, comprehensive 
and inclusive sexual education, noting while CSHC 
reaches over 9,000 youth each year in public and 
some private school outreach, schools in the 
Catholic system are not reached due to strained 
services.

Ashe reiterated this, noting the effect of inclusive 
and gender-neutral language. 

“So instead of being, ‘there are people who are gay 
and they have sex too,’ and just teaching one little 
unit on that…with a tiny bit of conscience around 
it, you can actually speak about sexuality, gender 
and stuff like that, that are not exclusive to a group 
of people,” she said. 

“There are really easy ways to use inclusive 
language like the term ‘partner’ and that makes a 
huge difference to any queer teen that is maybe 
out, maybe not out of the closet. Wherever they 
are, that language makes a difference,” she added.  

“For someone who’s heteronormative they might 
not notice that, but I can say personally I  do.”     

WHO MAKES THE DECISIONS?
The implementation of an improved sexual 
education Krause and Ashe call for rests in the 
hands of Alberta’s education minister, Gordon 
Dirks, who was facing a by-election Oct. 27 (after 
press time). 

Dirks’ past work as a pastor at the Centre Street 
Church (CSC) has drawn doubts on future policy in 
respect to LGBT students. 

CSC speaks against sex between members of the 
same sex in its statement of theological principles 
and ministerial practices.

Dirks has worked to calm any doubts students will 
be protected, meeting with Wells to discuss LGBT 
issues, with Wells calling for future action. 

Alberta Party leader Greg Clark also wants action 
on this contentious issue ahead of the Oct. 27 by-
election. Clark and Dirks will face off in the Calgary-
Elbow riding. 

Clark said he expects no less from Dirks than 
to repeal Section 11.1 of Bill 44, pass motion 503 
to support gay-straight alliances (GSAs) and  also 
to work towards an “inclusive, comprehensive, 
unbiased and fact-based sex education.”

“LGBT youth are hurt by views that make them 
lesser of a people. It is not acceptable, it was never 
acceptable, and it is certainly not acceptable today,” 
he said.

Dirks’ declined an interview to the Calgary Journal 
before the by-election that was held after press time.

For Mayer-Judson, her solution is a focus on 
inclusion and LGBT youth issues.

“There’s nothing worse than being a confused 
adolescent already and being either not given any 
information about what you want or being that 
you’re wrong and you shouldn’t do it, and you’re 
excluded from a whole part of life.”

“LGBT youth are hurt by 
views that make them 

lesser of a people. It is not
acceptable, it was never 

acceptable, and it is certainly 
not acceptable today.”

GREG CLARK,
Leader, Alberta Party

Former Bishop Grandin High School student Geri Mayer-Judson said she felt excluded from sex ed classes in high school. She wants to see more focus on 
LGBT youth issues and a more inclusive sexual education. PHOTO BY CAMERON PERRIER/CALGARY JOURNAL
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Like many children, four-year-old Oliver 
Jones seems to love making mud pies, 
collecting sticks and diving into piles of 

leaves. But unlike most children, Jones is able 
to do that in every single playschool class.  

Calgary Forest School is part of a new breed 
of nature-based pre-school alternatives gaining 
popularity in Canada. This month, despite 
Calgary’s notorious frigid climes, the local pre-
school will keep its students engaged outdoors. 

Forest School is an educational approach that 
originated in England in the late 1950s that sees 
children spending anywhere from a half a day 
to an entire day outdoors.  

In 2012, Forest School Canada was 
established and now there are Forest Schools 
and affiliate programs operating in Nova Scotia, 
Newfoundland, British Columbia and Ontario. 

Calgary Forest School takes place almost 
entirely outdoors on 56-acres, near Red Deer 
Lake, located just north of Spruce Meadows.

Even in the middle of winter, the pre-school 
aged children bundle up and spend up to five 
hours a day playing outside. 

Calgary Forest school co-founder, Wendy 
Yuen, said the program’s philosophy is based 
on two unique principles. 

“The learning is completely nature based, and 
it’s child based. So we learn by what the children 
are inspired by that day in nature,” says Yuen.

Calgary Forest School co-founder, Lisa 
Menzies, said some parents have questioned 
the program’s ability to teach concepts like 
literature and mathematics. However, she 
is confident that the learning opportunities 
offered by Forest School are equal or greater to 
those offered by regular pre-school programs.

Menzies said that when children engage 
in play like working together to build small 
bridges out of sticks and other found natural 
materials, they are actually exercising arithmetic 
and teamwork skills. 

“When we’re looking at sticks, it’s just natural 
to talk about who has the biggest stick and 
who has the smallest stick and those are early 
mathematic concepts,” says Menzies. 

Sayward Wilkinson Blanc, Calgary Forest 
School’s resident educator added, “The 
measurement that they’ve been doing alone 
with the sticks and building bridges, those 
mathematical skills and measurement are what 
most grade three and four students are doing.”

Childcare experts like Patricia Rae Tarr are 
happy to see a play-based outdoor program 
being offered to the Calgary community.  

Tarr teaches at the University of Calgary’s 
Werklund School of Education. She said that 
programs like Calgary Forest School can teach 
kids things that conventional pre-school 
programs cannot. 

“Parents often mistake being able to recite 
something as knowing it and I think real 
knowing is that integration of knowing it in your 

head and knowing it in your body,” Tarr said. 
“To know what a field of wheat is like I can 

study the prairies, but unless I’ve been in that 
field of wheat, I don’t know it through my body. 
I think it’s a far deeper knowing.”

Calgary Forest School costs $320 a month 
for two days a week. To Christine Macintyre-
Royston, whose daughter, Adelaide, is in the 
program, the cost is worth it. 

“She comes home with lots to talk about, 
about her day,” Macintyre-Royston said. “It’s nice 
that she has something of her own.” 

Menzies, Yuen and Wilkinson Blanc hope to 
offer play-based and nature-based educational 
programs to more children living in and around 
Calgary. 

In January 2015, a new Forest School site will 
open north of the city. By fall 2015, the program 
will be offered five days a week. 

On top of offering more pre-school 
alternatives, the Calgary Forest School team is in 
the process of applying for an Alberta Education 
approved kindergarten program, based on the 
Forest School curriculum. 

“We’re carefully managing growth so that we 
can deliver the highest quality of program that 
we can,” Menzies said.

While many Calgarians are preparing to spend 
more time indoors this winter, Menzies said she 
is looking forward to the learning opportunities 
offered by the changing seasons. 

“Nature always provides something for the 
kids to do,” Menzies said. 

PAUL BROOKS
pbrooks@cjournal.ca

Preschoolers take to the great outdoors
 Calgary Forest School offers alternative learning environment
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T he Lougheed House is turning back time to 
give Calgarians a look of what the city was 
like during the First World War. “A Family at 

War: the Lougheeds and the First World War” gives 
locals an intimate look at what life in Calgary was 
like during 1914.

The event takes place from Oct. 17 to Jan. 18, 
and provides Calgarians a chance to observe what 
the Lougheed family did during the war as well 
as what the culture of Calgary was like over 100 
years ago. 

“It’s really an opportunity during the centenary 
of the start of World War I, which of course is 
1914, to explore and bring a better awareness to 
the incredibly unique roles that the Lougheeds 
played during World War I,” executive director of 
the Lougheed house, Kirstin Evenden,  said. 

“We’ve got some wonderful unique photos and 
family treasures. So the house itself is a historic 
site as you know, we do have a collection here 
of family items and things that document their 
personal history,” Evenden added. 

“It’s a unique opportunity for Calgarians to 
explore the centenary and what it means in the 
community, perhaps give some perspective.” 

The event focuses not only on the two 
Lougheed brothers, Clarence and Edgar, who went 
overseas to fight, but also Lady Isabella and Sir 
James Alexander Lougheed and their involvement 

with politics and life in Calgary during the war. 
Joe Lougheed, the grandson of Edgar 

Lougheed, said that the exhibit is a great way to 
learn about Calgary’s history.

While walking through the exhibit, Lougheed 
maintained that “this exhibit is telling a story 
about Calgary in The First World War and it’s also 
about our family, [and the] many, many families 
that were affected by the First World War and the 
aftermath of it.”

“This tells Calgary’s history with the war and 
what Calgary was like back then, using our 
family as an example but it’s sort of emblematic 
of thousands of Calgary families back in the day,” 
Lougheed added.

The event includes Lougheed family history as 
well as history from the city’s past.

Visitors can expect to see artifacts from all 
aspects of life in 1914. Everything from trench 
artwork done by Edgar Lougheed, a top hat and 
cane given to Senator Lougheed by his colleagues 
in 1925 to water colour paintings done by 
Canadian artists right after the war.

Co-curator of the event, Mary-Beth Laviolette, 
found and constructed many aspects of the 
exhibit, including an uncommon collection of 
paintings created by artist, Mary Riter Hamilton.

“Hamilton, who was from Manitoba, decided 
that after the war ended she would go over to 
Europe and start painting the various battle 
scenes and graveyards,” Laviolette said. “She 

started that project in 1919 and finished in about 
1922 and she did about 300 paintings.”

“It’s a remarkable undertaking to be taken by 
a woman at that time and she was working with 
the Canadian War Amputees. So that’s what I 
was responsible for to bring into the exhibition,” 
Laviolette added.

The exhibit will also host events such a film 
gala with Rocket house which will show a silent 
film with musical accompaniment based on 
each year of the actual war once a month. Even 
Remembrance Day will have a special event, the 
Lougheed House will host Laura Brandon who will 
talk about art in the First World War.

“It’s an interesting opportunity to reflect on 
what happened at that time, and how Canada has 
been involved since that point,” Evenden said. “It’s 
a personal and intimate way to experience some 
of the issues that were going on at the time...this 
older history has formed Canada into how we 
know it today.”

IF YOU GO
The event takes place at the Lougheed House, 

707 - 13 Avenue SW, and is open Wednesday 
to Friday from 11:00 am to 4:00, and Saturday 
to Sunday from 10:00 to 4:00. Admission prices 
are $8.50 for adults, $6.50 for seniors, $5.00 for 
students and children ages six to 12, children 
under the age of six are free of charge. For more 
information, visit www.lougheedhouse.com.

Calgary and the First World War
The Lougheed House hosts a multi-month long event that features the family’s 
history from 1914, showcasing the impact WWI had locally

HANNAH CAWSEY
hcawsey@cjournal.ca

Mayor Naheed  Nenshi, left, and Joe Lougheed, 
right, at the opening of the exhibit.

PHOTO BY HANNAH CAWSEY /CALGARY JOURNAL

Barbara Thorson sing songs which inspired 
soldiers to enlist in the First World War.  
PHOTO BY HANNAH CAWSEY /CALGARY JOURNAL

Photo of Clarence Lougheed during the First 
World War, date unknown. 

PHOTO COURTESY  OF THE LOUGHEED HOUSE
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AT WORK

D oreen Harrold lost her entire porcelain doll 
collection as a child during the Blitz. But 
more than 70 years later, she’s building a 

similar collection for others just outside Airdrie, 
using an almost time-lost art.

“I had quite the collection,” Harrold said, 
remembering the dolls from when she was 12. 
“Two Shirley temples, three German dolls, quite 
big ones, and some smaller ones.” 

But in April of 1942 – when Harrold lived in 
Norwich, England – her house was destroyed 
by air raids during World War II. 

“We didn’t have time to get to our shelter 
which was in the garden,” she recalled. “So 
we went into what was our pantry, which was 
under our stairs in the centre of the house. If we 
had been in our shelter we’d have been killed, 
but we weren’t. We were in the house.” 

One of the casualties was her doll collection.
“We survived and moved to a different district 

and to new schools,” she said. “That was okay, 

but I never had any more dolls.” 
Harrold explained that after they moved her 

father thought she was too old for dolls. 
“Luckily my grandmother had photographs 

of some of the dolls,” she said. “It wasn’t until I 
retired and had a little money from my farm that 
I started buying them again. Now, of course, I 
make them.”

Harrold was introduced to porcelain doll 
making when she visited her daughter in 
Canada, who built them as a hobby. When she 
moved to Canada 14 years ago after a lifetime 
of farming, she followed in her daughter’s 
footsteps.

Harrold bought a porcelain doll business that 
was for sale and renamed it Porcelain Dolls by 
Doreen. Harrold constructs all the porcelain 
dolls by herself, including the clothes.

Pouring the liquid porcelain into the molds, 
painting features and fitting the outfits for each 
doll takes Harrold about a month.  

At 85, Harrold also provides classes where 
students can learn how to make their own dolls.

However, the vibrant porcelain doll making 

community has steadily died out. Today, Harrold 
is one of the only crafters left in Alberta. 

“There were a lot of us, but we’re getting 
very few and far between.” Harrold said of the 
remaining porcelain doll making community. 

“The interest is gone. No one wants to buy 
porcelain dolls anymore, which is a shame 
because they will outlive any vinyl doll.” 

The cost of the dolls, Harrold suggests, is a big 
reason why people have stopped buying them. 
Harrold sells her dolls from anywhere from $100 
to $200.  

“It’s not a cheap process. I’ve heard people 
go ‘gosh they’re expensive’ but they don’t 
realize,” she said. “What I charge for my dolls, I 
don’t make a profit. I’m just covering the bare 
minimum of the costs more or less.”

For example, a standard wig for a 16 -inch doll 
usually costs her around $40. 

Despite the challenges of keeping up her 
practice, Harrold simply enjoys making dolls and 
hopes more people will appreciate doll making as 
an art that can continue for decades to come.

For the love 
of dolls
A long lost art survives 
70 years later

At age 85, Doreen Harrold is reviving the near long-lost art of porcelain doll making. She also runs 
teaching workshops on how to make them.  PHOTO BY MARY YOHANNES/CALGARY JOURNAL.

Each porcelain doll Doreen Harrold makes costs 
$100 to $200. PHOTO BY MARY YOHANNES/CALGARY JOURNAL

MARY YOHANNES
myohannes@cjournal.ca



S elf-proclaimed pet lover, 
Art Magega, has pioneered 
a method to respect and 

honor pets who have died in 
Western Canada. Now Magega is 
still helping Calgary pet owners 
through the grief of a lost family 
member. 

Magega said he came up 
with the idea in 1979, of 
selling cremation equipment 
to the Calgary 
H u m a n e 
S o c i e t y  i n 
o r d e r  t o 
address the 
g r o w i n g 
p r o b l e m 
of what to 
do with the 
re mains  of 
d e c e a s e d 
pets.

G r o w i n g 
up with pets 
al l  his l i fe, 
M a g e g a 
t h o u g h t 
c r e m a t i o n 
was a great 
way to honour 
the memory 
o f  a  ve r y 
i m p o r t a n t 
f a m i l y 
member. 

“It’s always 
t o u g h , 
because the pet is family and 
I know I’ve lost a lot of pets,” 
Magega said. “I have every last 
one of their urns and my wife 
has a glass cabinet and they’re 
all there from 15 to 20 years 
ago” 

Magega owns Pet Cremation 
Care, a pet cremation service 
company operating out of the 
industrial portion of Calgary 
and offering cremation services 
at what he says is a very 
reasonable price. 

“You do the service for them, 
present them what they ask for 
and complete strangers are 

crying and thanking me and 
they just hug me,” Magega said 
while his two year old Shar Pei 
dog named “Ida Know” sat by 
his side. “It’s very much one of 
the most fulfilling parts of my 
job.” 

Magega’s number one priority 
is to assist the family however 
he can, respecting the pet in the 
best way possible.  The ethics he 
abides by coincide with the way 
he’d like his pets to be treated.

“Tears still 
come to my 
eyes when I 
remember my 
pets,” Magega 
said. “You’re 
coming here 
for a truthful 
respectable 
cremation, 
and I prove 
to people 
that what I 
give them is 
their pet and 
I don’t mix 
ashes. 

“I do it just 
like I’d want 
it done.” 

Abiding by 
these ethics, 
M a g e g a 
has a book 
of  ever y 
cremation 
h e ’ s 

completed in the past eight 
years.  Thousands of pets fill 
several pages and he’s very 
proud of the fact that he’s never 
lost a single one of their bodies.  

Now semi-retired at 69 
years of age, Magega said he 
will continue working side by 
side with his best friend Ida 
because of his love for pets 
and their families. 

“If anything, I can give 
somebody some pleasure and 
a secure feeling that what I do 
is for them, and honestly (do it) 
that way. That’s how I’d want it 
done.” 
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Top: Art Magega starts preparing for a cremation on a pet. Magega said 
his number priority is to assist the family, while respecting the pet. Middle: 
Photos of past pets and urns in Magega’s shop. Magega and his wife have 
kept urns of their past pets for from 15 to 20 years ago. Bottom: Magega 
takes a break with his trusty Shar Pei, Ida Know. 

ALL PHOTOS BY BRENDAN STASIEWICH/CALGARY JOURNAL

Love and lost pets 

BRENDAN STASIEWICH
bstasiewich@cjournal.ca

“If anything, I can 

give somebody some 

pleasure and a secure 

feeling that what I do is 

for them, and honestly 

(do it) that way. That’s 

how I’d want it done.” 

ART MAGEGA,
Cremator

Art Magega helps give peace of mind to 
pet owners after a pet’s death



AT WORK
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Originally a found object fabricator, Chappell now uses specialized equipment to build some of his components from scratch. 
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK/CALGARY JOURNAL

A success story in self-directed learning

D espite having no technical training, 
Shannon Chappell has been using self-
taught skills to make robotic set pieces 

and costumes that push the boundaries of his 
skills both as a builder and as an artist. 

In a somewhat claustrophobic workshop, 
nestled unassumingly in the basement of 
a hotel along Macleod Trail sits Chappell’s 
workshop, Infernal Studios. Chappell, originally 
a photographer, has taught himself the basics 
of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and custom 
fabrication without the aid of a textbook or the 
guidance of a teacher. 

 “When I first moved to Calgary I made a 
costume for a Halloween event and it got me 
all kinds of attention, and that’s when it first 

occurred to me that maybe I was good at doing 
this stuff.”

In fact, much of Chappell’s work seems like 
it would be at home in a Halloween display. 
He embraces an aesthetic that combines equal 
parts fantasy and horror, resulting in intricate 
creations that could have arisen from the 
darkest depths of magic or science.

Chappell uses the skills he has acquired, 
combined with a strong sense of creativity, to 
construct elaborate props and set pieces fit for 
Hollywood productions at Infernal Studios in 
Calgary.

For example, one of his latest creations, 
and the one stirring up most of the buzz 
surrounding Shannon Chappell, is a functional 
Steampunk Rock Golem costume. The finished 
piece, standing 11 feet tall and covered in 

pulsating orange veins of glass and rusted 
steel, has space inside for an operator to sit 
and control the Golem.  

The Golem project has been garnering praise 
from the robotics community, including a visit 
from the Discovery Channel and a chance to 
display his projects to a crowd of 200,000 at 
the Maker Fair in San Mateo, California.

While events like the Maker Fair are great 
chances to exhibit his work publicly, Chappell 
eventually hopes to leave his job as a hotel 
manager and have his work used in films. 

“The goal was always to go to Vancouver 
and work in the prop industry, it still kind of 
is,” Chappel says, “But, for me at least, I have 
almost no competition here in Calgary, I can’t 
think of anyone else who is doing exactly what 
I am.” 

JODI BRAK
jbrak@cjournal.ca

Local fabricator breaking into the world of set design on his own terms



AT WORK

The art of worship
EMILY HOLLOWAY

eholloway@cjournal.ca

Dance and faith are intertwined for Rachel 
Cheung. Two expressions not commonly 
seen together, but it’s a connection 

Cheung follows as an instructor at The Arts 
Abbey, a Calgary dance studio that operates 
on a foundation of Christianity.

Cheung fell in love with dance the minute 
she started at four-years-old. Now 24, it’s still 
one of her greatest passions. She even makes 
time for it despite working another job at a 
real-estate company and being involved in 
charity efforts. 

“I just remember always, always being 
happy when I danced,” Cheung said. “When 
I’m dancing, I just have this huge smile on my 
face, and that’s how it’s always been.”

But she also recalled she had no access to 
a worship-based dance studio as she was 
learning her steps.

“There was not even anything out there to 
take one class, let alone an entire school that 
is built on that foundation,” Cheung said.

For Cheung, that connection between her 
Christian faith and dance is important. She 
said dance is the only thing that allows her 
to express the most vulnerable parts of her 

heart, as well as the most intimate parts of her 
relationship with God.

“One of the most obvious expressions of 
God’s character is creating in art,” Cheung 
said. “It’s such a part of who He is, because 
He’s constantly creating.”

Cheung feels that she can bring a gift of 
worship to God that is unique and personal 
through dancing, and she compared this 
experience to that of a child presenting 
artwork to a parent.

“When a little girl or a boy comes home from 
school, like their first time, and they’ve drawn 
this picture and they present it to their mom or 
dad, and they’re so proud and they want to stick 
it on the fridge, just this mishmash of paint all 
over the place and you know, it’s nothing, it’s 
no Van Gogh or Picasso, or anything, but the 
parent looks at it and they’re just so proud and 
in awe of the heart behind it.”

According to Cheung, The Arts Abbey creates 
an environment that equips dancers who have 
a heart to worship God with opportunities to 
express their faith through many different 
forms of dance.

“It’s a really cool experience for all of us,” 
Cheung said. “We’re all like, ‘Wow, we really 
wish we had this when we were younger!’”

Cheung teaches ballet and imaginative 
dance to three and four-year-olds, and she 
also spearheads an initiative through which 
to teach dance classes for low-income youth 
in a SW Calgary community.

Cheung desires to share her passion for 
dance and her understanding of God’s love 
through her work as an instructor.

“That’s what I really hope I will be able to pass 
on to them,” Cheung said. “That they’re valued no 
matter what anybody else tells them.”

Rachel Cheung has found a way to harness her spirituality through the art of dance. PHOTO BY EMILY HOLLOWAY/CALGARY JOURNAL

Christian dance instructor connects two great passions in the studio

“I just remember always, 
always being happy when I 

danced... When I’m dancing, 
I just have this huge smile on 
my face, and that’s how it’s 

always been.”
RACHEL CHEUNG,

Dancer
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Stuffing his business full of life
NICHOLAS DE LIMA
ndelima@cjournal.ca

Russ Wright had always wanted his own 
taxidermy shop. But after opening and then 
closing one when he was younger, Wright has 

finally found success in his retirement.
Wright traces his love of taxidermy back to his 

childhood, when he was first introduced to it by his 
father.

“My dad took me hunting when I was a kid, I 
started hunting when I was 14-years-old,” Wright 
said. “I always loved looking at different pieces of 
work…and hunting shops and that, I was always 
intrigued by it.”

After a couple years, Wright decided to try 
taxidermy for himself.

“I think I was about 18 when I started playing 
around with deer heads,” he said. “We didn’t have 
the Internet back then, you couldn’t really follow 
anything online but there were a lot of books on it.”

That meant his first work was “pretty rugged.” 
Thankfully, a few taxidermists took him under their 
wing, and let him use their shops. Thus, Wright was 
afforded a rare opportunity to sharpen his skills at an 
early age while working for free under experienced 

professionals.
After a couple of years, Wright tried to start up 

his own company, Cripple Creek Taxidermy. With 
Wright’s passion for the art, he felt like he could 
open a quality business that could produce quality 
work.

However, Wright chose to take a break from the 
business when he found opportunities in other 
work. 

“I let the taxidermy slide because I was progressing 

up the ladder of this other company very well, but 
once I retired from there, 5 years ago now…I started 
the shop up again”

So 30 years after it first opened, Cripple Creek 
Taxidermy is open for business a second time, this 
time finding greater success. Wright finds himself in 
his shop for nearly 12 hours a day producing pieces 
that his clients rave about.

Whether it’s a deer mount, fish or birds, or even 
a full-grown grizzly bear, Wright said he takes the 
time to make each and every piece look as natural 
and scenic as he possibly can. Additionally, Wright 
said he finishes his work in nearly a quarter of the 
time that it takes his competition.

However, Wright doesn’t perform taxidermy for 
his client’s praise. He does it because he has a deeply 
rooted passion. Wright finds a strong sense of pride 
when he gazes upon his own finished works.

 “I think it’s with any artist, I mean when you’re 
working on a piece, a painting, a deer mount, 
whatever it is, if you’ve got the, the pride and the 
ability to want to do good, believe me, you’re gonna 
do good.”

After 30 years, Russ Wright re-opened Cripple Creek Taxidermy, a life-long passion of his. PHOTO BY NICHOLAS DE LIMA/CALGARY JOURNAL

Taxidermist opens up about the art of reviving lost pets

“My dad took me hunting 
when I was a kid, I started 

hunting when I was 
14-years-old.”

RUSS WRIGHT,
Taxidermist



Are you attracted to the carefree 
living condo ownership is 
said to offer? Here’s what you 

should know.  
Your purchase will be unlike renting 

an apartment under the Residential 
Tenancies Act. Currently, condominiums 
are run by unregulated condo boards. 
That means they report to no one. It also 
means that when you purchase a condo 
you are giving a group of people you 
don’t know influence over your quality 
of life, property values and financial 
status.  

Owners elect condo boards, but the 
boards can sometimes demonstrate 
poor business, legal and leadership 
acumen. When this happens, condo life 
can be awful and there is little an owner 
can do about it other than call a lawyer.

I know first-hand how helpless 
one can feel when facing unfair and 
ill-conceived board and manager 
decisions. 

In one dispute, I was going to be away 
for four months and I wanted to rent my 
condo to a couple with an underage 
child. The flood had just happened, 
vacancy rates were very low and rather 
than have my condo sit vacant I was 
willing to rent it. The condo manager 
told me that before I could even ask 
the board for permission to have an 
underage person live in my condo, I 
would have to find a “qualified tenant”.

This meant I would have to 
advertise the unit, find a tenant, 
show the property, have the rental 
application completed, check 
references, confirm their finances, 
obtain the damage deposit and then 
I could ask the board if an underage 
person could live in my condo.  

And because the condo act doesn’t 
specify that boards, condo managers, 
or any other service providers even 
need to respond to an owner’s general 
inquiry, often they don’t. So even after 
going through the qualifying process, 
the board and condo manager could 
simply ignore my request indefinitely.  

Another consideration is this: in 
reality, how many tenants would go 
through that lengthy, intrusive process 
when there is no assurance of a “Yes”? 
The bottom line of that experience 
meant my condo was vacant for four 

months and I lost approximately 
$14,000 in rental income. I also lost 
$60,000 on a condo sale when a 
condo board decided prospective 
new owners couldn’t have a dog, even 
though I did and was approved to have 
a dog in my unit. 

The reality is that owners pay, 
through our condo fees, unlicensed 
condo managers to work with 
unregulated condo board members 
to make decisions on our behalf. These 
two powerful groups have condo 
act authority to make far-reaching 

decisions that directly affect our well-
being, property values and overall 
financial status.  

But there is hope. The Alberta 
Condominium Property Act has 
been under revision. It is the master 
document that governs how we live, 
and are treated in our condos. Condo 
act terms take precedent over any 
condo bylaws. As part of the revision 
process there are two proposals where 
you, by showing your support, can play 
a critically important role.

First, Service Alberta is proposing the 
creation of a dispute resolution tribunal 
where, upon paying a similar fee to the 
$75 charged for dispute resolution 
under the Residential Tenancies Act, 
condo owners can register condo 
disputes and work with unbiased 
personnel to resolve certain types of 
condo conflict. The tribunal concept is 
critically important to establish because 
it will, by default, put condo boards and 
property managers on notice that bad 
behaviour or unethical actions can be 
exposed and addressed by a third party.

Second, Service Alberta is proposing 
licensing condo board managers. 
Considering that condo managers help 
create our condo cultures and influence 

the financial, legal and interpersonal 
affairs of our multi-million dollar 
complexes, licensing must happen. 
The licensing of property managers 
will raise the standards of governance 
and the treatment of condo owners 
throughout Alberta.

Premier Jim Prentice has prorogued 
the legislature until Nov. 17, 2014. This 
provides a window of opportunity for 
our voices to be heard on the proposed 
condo act. Register your support on my 
website www.albertacondominiums.ca. 
In addition, contact your MLA, write to 
Premier Jim Prentice and Service Alberta 
Minister Stephen Khan and let them 
know of your support.  

The new condo act will legislate your 
condo life for years, if not decades, to 
come. By being pro-active today you 
better protect you, those you care 
about and your financial status in the 
years ahead.

June Donaldson, MBA, EdD, is a near 40-year 
condo-owner veteran who is spearheading a 
drive to have the new Alberta Condominium 
Property Act be more fair to Alberta condo 
owners. This information is not to be 
taken as legal advice. Contact her at info@
albertacondominiums.ca or (403) 287-2244.

OPINION
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Condo boards need more oversight
After losing $74,000 because of two condo board disputes, I am fighting to bring 
in new rules for condo boards in Alberta

JUNE DONALDSON
letters@cjournal.ca

After heavily studying both the existing condo act, and the newly proposed one, June Donaldson has come up with a 
list of recommended improvements which includes: easing the rules on age restrictions, requiring condo boards and 
managers to give timely responses to condo inquiries and grandfathering in pet rules. PHOTO BY TRAVIS BORSTMAYER/CALGARY JOURNAL

“The new condo act will 
legislate your condo life 

for years, if not decades, to 
come. By being pro-active 

today you better protect you, 
those you care about and 

your financial status in the 
years ahead.”

JUNE DONALDSON,
condo legislation activist



FOOD

Mom and pop restaurants revealed
Family restaurants owners share their stories and favourite meals

Mom-and-pop shops can sometimes have a hard time 
competing with big businesses. But, in our Prairie city we 
found four family-run eateries that keep delivering Calgarians 
mouthwatering foodie experiences: the Fine Diner,
El Charrito Taqueria, Keith’s Deli and Fat City Franks.

Graciela Rivera and her brother Juan opened the doors of their new 
restaurant in Kensington four months ago, the second El Charrito Taqueria 
in Calgary, bringing authentic Jalisco fare to the city.  

PHOTO BY OLIVIA CONDON/CALGARY JOURNAL

Business is family for brother and 
sister duo Graciela and Juan Rivera. 
The Rivera’s Jalisco roots inspire the 
authentic Mexican style of El Charrito 
Taqueria with all recipes drawing from 
the flavours of Western Mexico. Since 
opening their first restaurant in early 
2011 they have now grown to two 
locations, on Edmonton Trail and 10th 
Street in Kensington.

What is the most popular item on the 
menu?
For sure the tacos. The soft taco is the 
real Mexican taco so whenever anyone 
visits Mexico and then comes in, they 
will find the same flavours. Juan and 
I are from Jalisco state and we are 
inspired by the authentic ways they 
do things there.
 
Most popular drink to serve with this 
menu item?
Our most popular beverage is our 
real Coca-Cola; [We import] Mexican 
Coca-Cola [which] has more sugar and 

a different taste that everyone loves - 
it’s very popular. Also the fresh waters 
are natural and are very healthy. One 
is made from hibiscus flowers, 

Where do you and your family like 
to go out to eat on a night off?
We choose different places but for 
example for breakfast we go to 
Denny’s and Ihop as a family. We 
like Chinese and Italian restaurants; 
we frequently go to Olive Garden, I 
love their soup. Sometimes we go all 
together to Red Lobster. We look for 
things that are totally different from 
our business.

What is it like to work and live with 
your brother? 
For us, it’s nothing weird. We feel 
comfortable because my brother and 
me we have lived together for roughly 
10 years. We feel a lot of support on 
both sides. We trust each other with 
everything so my brother works the 
administration and I run the business, 
cooking in both restaurants. Whatever 
problems arise we talk all the time 
and have weekly family meetings 
to see what went well and what we 
can improve on. For us, right now, 
everything is perfect.

The labour of love that is Fat City 
Franks in the heart of Mission isn’t 
your average hot dog shop. Their 
classic concoctions cater to all 
taste buds. From the ‘Ukranian,’ 
with potato and cheese perogy 
filling, to the ‘Italian,’ complete with 
bruschetta and asiago cheese, Fat 
City Franks has almost every national 
culinary cliché covered. 

Owners, and husband and wife, 
Bob and Jane Steckle started offering 
their 13 unique dogs in 2009 under 
the name Le Chien Chaud. Since 
then they have been featured on 
Canada’s “You gotta eat here” and 
on the UK Food Network. 

What is the most popular item on 
the menu? 
We really honestly don’t have one. 
People all have their own personal 
favourites that they come back for. If 
someone prefers a more traditional 

dog, they typically stick to the 
‘Canadian’ or ‘Chicago’ dogs that 
have variations of ketchup, mustard 
and relish with a sport pepper atop 
the ‘Chicago.’

Where do you and Bob like to go out 
to eat on a night off?
We are really fussy about going out 
to eat. Mercato is a great one. Fleur 
de Sel, next door. Without Papers 
Pizza, in Inglewood is amazing. Pizza 
is one thing I love, and it’s all about 
the crust.

What is it like to work and live with 
your husband? 
Well I guess I couldn’t do it with 
anyone else and neither could he. 
I am the hyper one and he is the 
calm one. But it has it’s moments 
because when you run your own 
business it’s 24/7, 365 so when 
you’re physically here it’s one thing 
but when we are home we’re here 
mentally so it’s constant. It’s not a 
strain but you find it’s all you do. 
We like to break it up and spend 
time with our grand kids.

Husband and wife duo, Bob and Jane Steckle have been in business 
together at Fat City Franks in Mission since 2008 and continue to expand 
their unique menu.

 PHOTO BY OLIVIA CONDON/CALGARY JOURNAL

FAT CITY FRANKS
Jane and Bob Steckle
2015 - 4 St., SW
(403) 229-3641

ALEXANDRA FISH AND OLIVIA CONDON
afish@cjournal.ca, ocondon@cjournal.ca
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EL CHARRITO TAQUERIA
Graciela and Juan Rivera
318A -10 St., NW
(403) 478-2924



,This small independent deli has 
been in operation for over 42 years.

Keith Hannan’s son, Jim, now runs 
the family business. 

It all started when Keith retired 
from the army in 1972, and moved 
home to Calgary from Germany. 
Jim Hannan was only a toddler 
at the time of the move and 
remembers growing up in Calgary. 
He recalls frequenting a deli, called 
the Chinook Delicatessen, back in 
1968. 

Jim remembered back in high 
school: “There wasn’t much 
around back in the day. [Chinook 
Delicatessen] was the only place 
you could go to get a sausage in a 
bun. It wasn’t great but everything 
was all hamburgers back in the day.”

Later in high school Jim came 
home and his parents told him that 
they bought a deli. 

Jim said to his parents wondering 
if “it wouldn’t happen to be the 
Chinook Delicatessen?” with a big 
grin on his face. 

This was the beginning for what 
later became known as Keith’s Deli. 

What is the most popular item on 
the menu?
The most popular menu item, which 
people line out the door for is a 
homemade Italian sausage sandwich 
– known to many Calgarians as the 
Keith’s special ($6.50).

The popular Italian sausage 
sandwich is filled with lettuce, 
mozzarella and cheddar cheese, 
and a choice of other toppings, 
plus dressings like mayonnaise or 
mustard.

We also always make a soup of the 
day, today was a Hungarian goulash 
made from scratch.

Most popular drink to serve with 
this menu item?

A Coke pairs well with most menu 
items.

Where do you and your family like 
to go out to eat on a night off?
I spend a lot of time at the deli 
looking after things and don’t go out 
to eat too much, but when I do I stick 
around where the Deli is.

I like Il Centro around the corner 
from here, my daughter and I have 
gone there before.

Mainly, though, I stay in and cook. 
I’m not a bad cook…I can cook. 
anything I set my mind to.
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Rob Greco, owner of the Fine Diner, is in his kitchen where the assembly 
of his modern culinary comfort food is all put together. 

PHOTO BY ALEXANDRA FISH/CALGARY JOURNAL

The Fine Diner is nestled in the SE 
community of Inglewood, and offers 
a truly delicious breakfast, lunch and 
dinner experience on select days. 
Rob Greco worked in the restaurant 
and bar industry for many years 
before deciding to open up the Fine 
Diner, in 2012, with his homemade 
comfort food recipes.

What is the most popular item on 
the menu?
The Eggs Florentine is the most 
popular dish, and has organic spinach, 
house cured bacon all on top of a 
ciabatta bun, which is then covered 
with hollandaise sauce. A medley 
of potatoes, from sweet potatoes to 
Russian blues, is paired with fresh fruit 
on the side of the dish.

The eggs benny are buttery, yolky, 
goodness. You get the sweetness from 
the bacon, bitterness with the spinach, 
and crunch from the ciabatta, smothered 
in their house made hollandaise sauce. 

Most popular drink to serve with 
this menu item?
Mimosas, are great with everything.

What have you taken from 
your family and brought to the 
restaurant business?
My inspiration for the Fine Diner 
came from my dad. His thing he 
always told me was that you need to 
put your best out, always. You have 
to put out quality, he would say, and 
this has stuck with me throughout all 
of the cooking in my life. I prepare 
everything the best that I can.

Where do you and your family like 
to go out to eat on a night off?
To Pegasus, the Greek restaurant. 
I used to work there for years as a 
waiter, they’re still a family to me. 
Pegasus is my go to in Altadore.

Model Milk is another restaurant 
we go to, I love their skill, it’s mind 
blowing. They don’t do stuff other 
people do, it’s very different, 
always fresh. They kill it every 
time.

FINE DINER 
Rob Greco
1420 -  9 Ave., SE
(403) 234-8885

KEITH’S DELI
Keith, Kim Hannan
6100 Macleod Trail, SW
(403) 252-5100

Jim Hannan, owner of Keith’s Deli, is making the family famous 
dish the Keith’s Special ($6.50) – a warm homemade Italian Sausage 
sandwich. PHOTO BY ALEXANDRA FISH/CALGARY JOURNAL
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Get a second opinion
Quick pic: How our smartphones are changing the way we shop

SARAH COMBER
scomber@cjournal.ca

Snapped at Plenty because she wanted a 
birthday-dress for while she was in Los 
Angeles. Sent the image to her friend who she 
was going on the trip with. Bought the dress. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MAEGHAN ARCHIBALD

Snapped at Forever 21 because she wanted an 
outfit to wear in Disneyland. Sent the image to 
her friend who she was going on the trip with. 
Bought the entire outfit. PHOTO COURTESY OF MAEGHAN 
ARCHIBALD

Snapped at home. The final outfit decision. 
Sent the image to her friend who she was 
going on the trip with. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MAEGHAN ARCHIBALD

Snapped at AllSaints because she wanted to 
add darker colours to her wardrobe for fall. 
Sent the image to her mom. PHOTO COURTESY OF ERIKA 
VETSCH

She purchased the items on this clothing rack, but the not the shirt on the adjecent photo. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ERIKA VETSCH

Instant gratification has never been easier to 
achieve than through the use of our mobile 
phones. Snapping a photo of merchandise 

and texting it to a friend or family member to 
gain a second opinion – perhaps swaying your 
purchasing decision – has evolved into a com-
monplace shopping habit.

Amberley Tapp, a previous personal shopper 
at Louis Vuitton and current shopping enthu-

siast who works in oil and gas – Chanel at Holt 
Renfrew is her favourite shop – says sharing 
images of store product creates a more personal 
approach to shopping.

“If you have a lot of clients and you get to 
know them all, when an item comes in that is 
his or her style you can take a picture to send to 
them,” Tapp says, adding that there is a level of 
instant gratification to seeing an image of a new 
product.

Additionally, Tapp says that she feels consum-
ers using their phones to take images of prod-
ucts they are interested in results in better sales.   

Rebecca Fishman, a sales associate at Wes-
thills Shopping Centre’s Plum – a Canadian 
retailer for women’s clothing and accessories – 
agrees with Tapp.

“It definitely helps sales,” says Fishman. “Cus-
tomers will send a picture to their friend or mom 
for a second opinion. If they didn’t have that 
ability they may be unsure and not buy it.” 

However, Kathy Shearer, a part-time sales 
associate at the Bombay & Co, Inc. and full time 
mother says she while she see’s many of her 
customers using their phones to shop, she does 
not.
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Pulled up photo on her phone 
while shopping at Visions 
Eyecare Centre in Chinatown. 
The glasses in the photo are 
from Urban Outfitters and she 
was hoping the sales associate at 
Visions Eyewear would help find 
a similar pair. She did end up 
making a purchase. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ANGELICA NG

Snapped at Payless ShoeSource. 
Sent the image to her 14-year-
old brother who she ended up 
buying them for. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JODI BRACKEN

Snapped at Spring  (Market Mall) 
during a $20 sale. Sent the image 
to her son who took the pair on 
the left. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JANICE PASKEY (FACULTY 
EDITOR AT CALGARY JOURNAL)

Snapped at Joe Fresh. Sent 
the image to her friend and 
boyfriend; she bought the pants. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JEANINE BRITO

Snapped at Pink Tartan. Sent 
the image to her friend and 
boyfriend, and is saving up to 
buy the coat. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JEANINE BRITO

Snapped at Danier Leather in 
Market Mall. Sent to his best 
friend to get a second opinion 
between the two jackets. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOSEPH BAGG

Bagg had just been hired at 
Danier and wanted to use 
his staff discount. He did not 
purchase either jacket. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOSEPH BAGG

Screenshot of a trench coat she 
saw on Pinterest. She used the 
image to find a similar coat. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF TIFFANY WONG

Snapped at Zara. Sent to 
around four girlfriends and her 
boyfriend. Still hunting for the 
perfect trench. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF TIFFANY WONG
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Canadian country singers hope to gain 
recognition south of the border
Like many rising stars, Kira Isabella hopes to make it big as the evolution of the 
genre impacts the music charts

MAX SHILLETO AND SARAH COMBER 
mshilleto@cjournal.ca, scomber@cjournal.ca

Kira Isabella said she has been “singing since [she] could talk,” putting melodies and words together 
from the age of two. “The Shake It Tour,” her first as headliner, rolls through Calgary at Cowboys  
Dance Hall, Nov. 7.  PHOTO COURTESY OF SONY MUSIC CANADA 

Not since Ontario-born Shania Twain 
established herself as a fixture on the 
Billboard US Hot Country Songs chart in the 

‘90s has a Canadian country artist achieved similar 
success. In fact, since Twain’s last chart topper, 
“Honey I’m Home” in 1998, only two Canadian 
acts have reached number one – “Moments,” by 
Emerson Drive spent one week at the top in 2007, 
while Terri Clark’s single “You’re Easy on the Eyes” 
was number one for three weeks between 1998 
and 1999. 

Talented Canadian country singers like Kira 
Isabella, who got her first taste of success as a 16 
year-old with her single “Love Me Like That,” have 
done well north of the border, but haven’t been 
able fill Twain’s cowboy boots on the US charts.

“For some reason it has been a difficult 
crossover,” Isabella said, speaking on the phone 
from Toronto.

Isabella has reached as high as tenth on the 
Canadian country charts with her 2014 single, 
“Quarterback” – a song that was originally pitched 
to American country star, Carrie Underwood. She 
has also won the award for Female Artist of the 
Year at the 2013 Canadian Country Music Awards, 
and the Rising Star award the year before.  But 
despite signing with American record label, 
HitShop Record, Isabella has yet to see her name 

on the US charts.
The same can be said for Canadian country 

group, Autumn Hill. The duo, consisting of Mike 
Robins and Calgary-born Tareya Green, have 
reached as high as 12th on the Canadian Country 
charts, with their 2012 single, “Anything At All.” But 
they too have yet to grace the American charts.

“People are a little bit more accepting of a local 
act immediately,” Robins said. “Every time you 
cross the border you are competing with a few 
different things.”

However, the band is hopeful for the future of 
Canadian country music, as they too hope to one 
day cross over to the American scene. 

“Country is in a good place right now,” Green 
said. “It is evolving and borrowing from other 
genres.”

This trend is nothing new, as country artists all 
over North America have been ditching the banjo 
in favour of their Macbook by playing more pop-
oriented tunes in an effort to reach a broader 
market. 

Shania Twain, who has been dubbed “the 
queen of country pop” was among the first to 
blur the lines between the two genres. Her 2002 
album, “Up!” was released in three different 
versions (country, pop and international), further 
muddying the distinction of what country music 
really is. 

More recently, Taylor Swift’s long, drawn-out 
transition to pop was made official when she 

shook off the traditional country shackles with 
her new exclusively pop album, “1989.” Due to the 
album’s success, many suspect she will never ever 
ever get back together with country.

Despite her noted admiration for the two artists, 
Isabella’s path has been exactly the opposite of 
Twain and Swift’s.

“I started out as a pop-country artist at 16 with 
‘Love Me Like That,’” Isabella said. “But right now, 
country is where my heart is.”

Country music influenced Isabella growing up. 
Her father developed a love for country music 
when he was stationed in Cold Lake, Alta. with 
the Canadian Armed Forces. Isabella said that he 
“brought it back with him to Ontario,” where she 
was born. 

“It’s always been a part of my life,” Isabella 
continued, “when I started writing music it just 
came out country.”

Ever since her childhood in Ottawa, Isabella has 
been focused on a career in the music industry. 
Beginning her professional career at age 12, she 
landed her first gig as a wedding-singer. Nine 
years later, she plays for much bigger audiences 
like at her Nov. 7 concert with Autumn Hill at 
Cowboys Dance Hall. As of press time, tickets are 
still available at cowboysnightclub.com.

Isabella said that she has never experienced any 
doubts about her career choice.

If I wasn’t a successful musician, I’d probably be 
an unsuccessful musician.” 

Country duo Tareya Green and Mike Robins 
of Autumn Hill met in a writing session where 
they wrote their first song  “Favourite Mistake.” 
PHOTO COURTESY OF MATT BARNES
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‘Anything is possible’: 
A check-in with ‘The Big Man’
After losing almost 300 lbs, Bill Laplante is more motivated than ever to show 
people they can change their lives

JUSTIN WILSON
jwilson@cjournal.ca

While holding his old size 8XL shirt, Bill Laplante says he’s confident he 
will have lost a full 300 lbs by the end of the year. 
PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/ CALGARY JOURNAL

Bill Laplante says he has a new lease on life and 
a dream to help others with his ongoing story 
of accomplishment. 
PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/ CALGARY JOURNAL

It’s an all too common story; people decide 
to lose weight, eat better and focus on their 
health only to fall back into old routines. 

With radio personality Bill (The Big Man) 
Laplante -- who these days goes by his birth name, 
William -- that meant more than avoiding fried 
food or shopping for quinoa. At his heaviest, 707 
lbs, Laplante was tired of the hospital — the fear 
of death a serious reality. 

And with that, he’s since lost more than 275 lbs.  
“A lot of people will walk by me and kind of do a 
double take and they’re shocked by the visual,” 
Laplante said. “The transformation is well on its 
way.” 

When I first interviewed Laplante for the Calgary 
Journal, it was Oct. 31, 2013. He was broadcasting 
the last episode of Big Bill’s Indie Underground, 
his Internet radio show, determined to regain his 
health — but could he do it?

Fast-forward to today, that determination has 
turned to pride. The ear-to-ear smile he sports as 
he holds up a pair of 8XL shorts — shorts that 
used to be a regular part of his wardrobe — is 
contagious. 

THE MENTAL HEALTH SIDE
While the rapid weight loss has been nothing 
short of amazing, and Laplante admits that 
the physical and mental transition from a then 
32-year-old man with congenital heart failure to 
one doing 20 kms of cardio has been a struggle.  

“Being away from people brought back a whole 
bunch of issues for me,” Laplante said, referring to 
his struggles with depression.

A recognizable figure in Calgary’s music scene 
and a radio host who broadcast from several 
Calgary bars, Laplante removed himself from the 
public eye almost entirely — something that he 
attributes to a number of the last year’s mental 
stresses.

“It almost started feeling normal to not go out 
and not see anyone. And then I started feeling 
afraid to go out because being alone was the new 
normal. I don’t ever want to feel afraid to go out 
or see people again. It’s not healthy, it’s not me, 
it’s not right and I can’t live like that.”

SUPPORTS
Laplante’s ability to accomplish his goals and keep 
positive is due, in part, to feedback he’s received 
from those at his gym and his personal trainer, 

Omar El-Sayed. 
“With Bill, it’s been 

my job to make sure he 
understands what he’s 
doing and why he’s doing 
it,” El-Sayed said. “I’ve seen 
huge changes in the way 
he carries himself and his 
confidence and I think 
the physical changes he’s 
seeing are really giving him 
more hope and positivity as 
a person.”

Laplante said he has a 
long way to go. He’s begun 
looking at surgery to deal 
with excess skin, something 
he admits to being self-
conscious about.

HELPING OTHERS AND 
TELLING HIS STORY
And with that success, 
Laplante feels a sense 
of camaraderie with 
those who’ve helped him 

through. 
“I know that I’ve had a lot 

of help from people along 

this journey,” Laplante said. “I would never say 
that I did this on my own. I have a lot of people to 
thank for their support and understanding.”

As he moves forward, he looks to share his story, 
showing people they can change their lives no 
matter the obstacle. 

Recently, his website www.will2change.com 
went live. Laplante’s decided to let people in on 
what he’s been up to in hopes of inspiring others. 
It hasn’t been all sunshine and rainbows, he said.

“Weight can come and go. But it’s your spirit 
you have to get right. That’s something that I hope 
people will take away from this. And I really don’t 
know where this is going to end up, but anything 
is possible.”

THE NICKNAME 
So, what happens when “The Big Man” isn’t so big 
anymore? 

“Well, I have ‘Big Man’ tattooed on my fingers, 
so I think the name will stick around,” Laplante 
said. “It goes beyond weight or size. I have a big 
personality and that’s not going anywhere. It’s my 
spirit, my heart and who I am.”
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Girls can play too – paving their 
way in the tattoo community
Male tattoo artists outweigh female artists roughly 100 to one in today’s industry

JORDAN KROSCHINSKY
jkroschinsky@cjournal.ca

From tattoo virgins to bodies covered in 
ink – this year’s Alberta Bound Tattoo and 
Arts Festival, held Oct. 17 to 19 at the 

BMO Centre, was packed with self-expression.   
However, with varying faces and creative 
interests, there seemed to be one demographic 
that fell slightly short – female tattoo artists.  

The question buzzed over the colorful mass 
of body art– are women still breaking ground in 
Canada’s tattoo industry?   Although the tables 
were occupied by an evident equal amount of 
men and women, the pain stricken painting 
seemed to be done by a male dominated 
crowd. 

Moving into her 18th year in the industry, 
Stephanie Corvus has been filling human 
canvases since 1996. 

“When I first started tattooing, I only knew 

one other female artist – I didn’t work with my 
first until 2005,” she said. 

Despite the sluggish catch-up, female artists 
are leveling out the playing field and letting the 
tattoo community know that girls can play too.  

“I don’t know if we’ll ever outnumber the 
boys,” says Corvus. “Either way, there are so 
many wonderful and talented female artists out 
there - we finally have a place in this industry.”

Even though Corvus has made a permanent 
name for herself, it’s been far from easy 
to get to where she is now.   At age 19, this 
determined artist made her way to ten different 
tattoo shops - all at which closed their doors 
simply because she was a girl.   After a long 
and frustrating day, Corvus made one last stop.   
“The manager told me, ‘no one wants a girl to 
tattoo them.’ He didn’t even take time to look 
through my portfolio – so I lost it,” says Corvus.   
“If a d*ck is the problem, I’ll go buy one – it’s 

Liz Venom, owner of Bombshell Tattoo in Edmonton, works on her client at the Tattoo and Arts Fair Oct. 18. The smile on her face shows she has found a 
passion in creating works of art on other people’s bodies.  PHOTO BY JORDAN KROSCHINSKY/CALGARY JOURNAL

Stephanie Corvus works on a skull tattoo. Corvus 
has been tattooing since 1996.

PHOTO BY KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN/CALGARY JOURNAL



going to be bigger than yours and I’m going 
to wear it on the outside of my pants,” she said.  
It was a mighty strong stance for her young 
mouth, but this becoming artist has always 
known where she was meant to be, and that 
was in a tattoo shop.  

“They ended up hiring me, and haven’t been 
able to get rid of me since,” says Corvus. “So 
I’m here to stay.”   Although Corvus has years 
of experience with a tattoo gun, other female 
artists are creating their own image to stand 
out from the talented community.   Miss Inked 
Up Montreal, Maryam Majdi, is a “late bloomer” 
when it comes to tattoos.   However, the 
message carried with each original piece serves 
more importance than the image itself.  Doctor 
by trade with a PhD in neuro-pharmacology, 
Majdi turns a cheek to judgment and smiles at 
the idea of tattoos still being taboo.   “I feel like 
I’m opening doors for society to see that you 
can have ink, you can express yourself, and still 

be any kind of professional.”   Well spoken and 
collected, Majdi is proud to be part of the vastly 
growing tattoo industry, ignoring potential side 
comments that come her way.   “A lot of people 
judge, but by the same token we need to pave 
the way for women in my field,” Majdi said. “For 
a lot of them it’s hard to be accepted.”

Despite a latching ‘50s idea of what women 
should and should not do to their bodies, Majdi 
carries a passion, which she hopes to share 
with future clients.   “This industry is extremely 
empowering,” says Majdi. “Especially if you’re 
a woman.”  Disregarding gender, artistic forte 
is what grounds the authenticity of self-
expression.    Ryan Tews, who has been an 
artist for five years says that it’s the portfolio 
that counts, male or female should be seen as 
irrelevant.  “At one time tattooing was a giant 
boys club - bikers, sailors and all that,” says 
Tews. “As a result there are very few seasoned, 
old school lady tattoo-ers.”

With ink culture still being predominantly 

male, Tews has seen the community grew to 
be much more accepting.   “The industry has 
opened up to women in a big way,” says Tews. 
“Your portfolio speaks for you, not your gender.”   
With artistic ability drawing the line between 
success and failure, female artists are settling 
into a more positive space.    Erica Cyr, a tattoo 
artist for two and a half years began her tattoo 
career as the only female in her shop.   “There 
was never any attitude towards me,” says Cyr. “I 
was accepted for my art.”  

Like any career, it’s the hard work and 
dedication that makes an employee shine from 
the rest. Acceptance follows, and is something 
that Cyr has made prevalent in her life.   “I find 
now, it’s a lot more about the art, it’s not so 
much about the persona of the tattoo artist,” 
says Cyr.  

Despite sex, the muscle of tattoo’s still lay in 
artistic talent.

“If you just want to be better as an artist, you’ll 
be accepted whether you’re a woman or a man.” 
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Tattoo guns come in all shapes, sizes and colours. The tell-tale buzzing sound they make can either excite or intimidate any passers-by. 
PHOTO BY KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN/CALGARY JOURNAL

Ryan Tews suits up for his next tattoo and the 
Tattoo and Arts Fair Oct. 18. 
PHOTO BY JORDAN KROSCHINSKY/CALGARY JOURNAL

Erica Cyr breaks no concentration while tattooing 
one of her return customers. 

PHOTO BY KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN/CALGARY JOURNAL

Maryam Majdi, also know as Miss Inked Up 
Montreal, shines her infectious smile for all visitors 
of the fair to see. PHOTO BY KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN/CALGARY JOURNAL



Colourful tunics, created in Pakistan and 
carefully folded into a bag, became Aleem 
Arif ’s passport into the world of Calgary 

fashion. 
Arif – the creative talent behind Bano eeMee – 

fearlessly carried his tunics onto a bus and headed 
to YYC’s popular shopping districts like 17 Avenue 
and Kensington on a mission: to sell his designs. 
He had just moved to Calgary, leaving his previous 
life working in the world of finance behind, and 
was determined to see his dreams come to life. 

The first step in realizing his goal was to find a 
store that would carry his line. 

“They would kick me out,” says Arif with a laugh. 
Until – what Arif says was around the tenth 

try – he walked into Kensington’s Eleven Eleven 
Boutique, which is now closed. Then storeowner 
Lana Selbee saw Arif’s potential and welcomed 
the unknown designer into Calgary’s fashion 
community. 

“I haven’t seen a lot of people that are able to 

do anything as quickly as he has been able to do 
it,” says Selbee. “I think it is because he has a very 
clear vision and he is just making it happen.”

Arif, at age 31, is far more than the creative 
director behind Bano eeMee – a women’s line 
comprised of leather jackets and mixed media 
apparel. He is the face behind a brand that is 
rooted in risk and upholds a refreshing standard 
of ethical fashion. 

Every item Arif designs passes through his 
hands before being sold to consumers. His pieces 
are manufactured in Pakistan where his workers 
are paid fairly. No part of the lamb from where Arif 
sources his leather goes to waste, as the meat is a 
staple part of the Pakistani diet. 

Arif and I first met eight months ago. Since 
then he has shown at Western Canada Fashion 
Week in Edmonton this September and 
travelled the country to grow his brand. He also 
plans to showcase his work at the PARKSHOW 
Edmonton fashion show on Nov. 22 (http://www.
ourparkonline.com). 

As I sit across from Arif, I hear the murmur of 

conversation and clinking of cappuccino cups 
echoing around Marda Loop’s Phil & Sebastian 
Coffee Roasters. My eyes trace around the chic 
café Arif and I share with bustling businessmen, 
gossiping girlfriends and cozy couples. 

Arif, who’s been designing his leather-focused 
line Bano eeMee since 2011, is wearing a tailored 
grey suit and exudes a quiet confidence. His 
kindness is captured by intelligent green eyes 
and an easy smile.

Arif says that his Fall/Winter 2014 line is a 
culmination of ideas since Bano eeMee began. 
His line is available at boutiques such as 
Something2Wear, ESPY Experience and Kismet 
Clothing. His jackets retail at $350-400.

“I’m going to build my company right,” says 
Arif. “I want to sell people something above and 
beyond a leather garment that they are just going 
to wear – I want to sell them a concept.” 

This concept of ethically manufactured, easy to 
wear and tastefully stylish women’s clothing was 
conceived by a man who hails from the world of 
finance. 
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Aleem Arif, tenacious Calgary designer of Bano eeMee, 
captures  attention of Western Canada: hook, line and leather 

SARAH COMBER 
scomber@cjournal.ca

From finance to fashion

PROFILES
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Of Pakistani descent and born in Saudi Arabia, 
Arif was raised between New York and Islamabad, 
Pakistan, where he attended high school. His 
father is an engineer working in oil and gas. As 
a result, Arif and his two siblings – a younger 
brother and sister – travelled extensively as they 
grew up. Arif’s mother stayed home to raise her 
children while pursuing a love of painting, fashion 
design and interior decorating. 

Although fashion was his first love, Arif originally 
chose – with a little convincing from his parents 
– to pursue a career in finance. He majored in 
economics and management at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science from 
2002 to 2005, took a year off to travel, and then, at 
24, completed a master’s degree in international 
business at Boston University in 2007.

The Bank of New York hired him in 2007 where 
he worked in I.T. for three years. Despite the good 
salary and job security, Arif says that he felt like 
“there was something missing” and that he had a 
strong need to give back.

Arif chose to do something with his life. Taking 
a nearly a year to travel, mainly in Europe and the 
Middle East, he fell in love with the colours and 
fabrics of Lahore, Pakistan and was inspired to 
create. 

“I didn’t think that I was designing per se,” says 
Arif. “It was like, here’s fabric and I am going to hire 
somebody to help me make some tunics.” 

After quitting his job in 2010, Arif’s move to 
Calgary was originally intended to be brief. Always 
good at saving money, Arif applied his business-
savvy skills to take a risk and create a fresh start 
in a new city. 

Calgary fit the bill.
Arif adds that during the ages of 26 and 27 he 

began to feel an internal rebellion, which gave 
him the motivation to move on with his life. 

“I wanted to make my own mistakes, kick the 
stability and start over.”  

And start over is exactly what he did. Little did 
he know that three years later he would be selling 
his leather jackets, blazers and mixed-media 
apparel to retailers in Western Canada, Quebec 
and Ontario. 

Sandy Tam, one of Arif’s managers at the Bank 
of New York, says she never imagined Arif would 
end up in fashion.

“He did a complete 180, usually we stick to our 
own industry,” says Tam. “But opportunities do 
come up and I think a part of him always wanted 
to be an entrepreneur.” 

Tam adds that when the office had days when 
the employees were required to dress up more 
than the usual business-casual, Arif would be the 
only team member sporting a bow tie instead of 
a traditional Half-Windsor.

“He was kind of geek-chic, not very flashy. But 
he would wear the bowties and there was a side 
of him that was fashionable.” 

Today, Arif creates bow ties made out of leftover 
pieces of leather – he says he often gives them 
away as thank-you gifts. 

However, for Arif, growing to his current success 
was no cakewalk. 

When he first moved to Calgary, he applied to 
banking jobs similar to the type of work he had 

done in America – a pursuit he says his heart was 
not invested in.  

“I was like, then why did I quit my job? I didn’t 
want to end up doing that.”

And there he spied them, tucked away in his 
suitcase. 

The tunics he had made during his travels. All of 
which would eventually sell – except one, which 
to this day Arif has saved hanging in his closet. His 
first creation was an amalgamation of some red 
silk Arif found in his mother’s storage and an old 
table lamp he had loved growing up. 

“If I look at it now I think ‘What was I doing?’ 
Not that I think I have arrived – you are always 
growing and always improving – but I feel like I 
was so green at that time.” 

Although he faced rejection, his perseverance 
paid off. 

Since their first encounter when Arif presented 
his tunics in her boutique, Selbee says that it has 
been really exciting for her to watch Arif grow. 

This past summer, Arif re-lived a similar 
experience. He traveled to Toronto and Montreal 
with the intention of getting his line picked up by 
retailers out east. 

Drawing upon the same determination that first 
got his designs into Eleven Eleven Boutique, Arif 
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Arif’s mother has been an inspiration to him in his development of the line. He even named 
part of the line in honour of her. “Bano” is the pet name his Grandmother called his mother and 
“eeMee” is what Arif’s mother lovingly called him.  PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEEM ARIF

Arif (far right) was born in Saudi Arabia. 
He and his siblings travelled extensively 
growing up because of his father’s work. Arif 
eventually came to settle in Calgary after 
living in London, Boston and Islamabad. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEEM ARIF
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Drawing upon the same determination that first 

got his designs into Eleven Eleven Boutique, Arif 
drove around each city in his rental car – scouting 
out shops. Spotting one, he would struggle to find 
parking and wheel his samples in one hand while 
in the other he used his smart phone to Google 
each boutique. 

Entering the stores, all smiles and samples, 
Aleem successfully placed orders in three Toronto 
boutiques and four in Montreal. 

Arif says that he has always wanted to design 
for women because there is more room to be 
creative and try new things. He adds his mother 
and grandmother inspire his creative style.

Additionally, working with leather is an 
extension of Arif’s desire to be different – he chose 
a fabric that would be versatile and the foundation 
of quality, while also pushing his creative limits.  

“What I didn’t know would happen was how 
challenging it would be from one season to the 
next to reinvent that fabric because I can’t play 
with patterns or print,” says Arif.  

Arif primarily uses lamb leather sourced in 
Pakistan. 

“I make sure the chemicals that are used are safe 
and that it is treated right. I have to respect the 
product because it is a byproduct of our lives.”

“This is what I want Bano eeMee to be,” says 
Arif. Adding that when he started, he had no plan 

because the majority of his life he had never had 
to plan. 

However, now he revels in living a life devoid of 
structure. Arif didn’t even create a business plan 
for his company. 

“Maybe my business would be better if I had a 
system, but… I am driven by passion and energy. 
If I see something that needs to be done, I just do 
it,” says Arif.  

Arif takes two months out of the year to 
gather inspiration for his designs. A trip to Paris 
influenced his Winter 2014 collection. 

Arif adds that when he travels to a new city he 
needs to orient himself by finding which direction 
points north.

“I need to know where I am at and the same 
goes for my jackets,” says Arif. “There is a lot of 
attention to detail like, why is this piece going 
here? Why can’t I put it somewhere else? It’s like 
a puzzle and you put it together and it needs to 
make sense.” 

Arif ’s works out of his home in Southwest 
Calgary – where I had an up-close-and-personal 
peak at his Fall/Winter 2014 line. 

The collection was hanging on a clothing rack 
to the right of a large, contemporary fireplace. 
It featured deep green, cognac, navy and black. 
Geometric patterns in leather on wool applique 
beautifully trace their way along the top panel 

of Arif’s trench coats. The design creates a look 
similar to a fleur-de-lis, but Arif says the shape is 
also reminiscent of a hamsa – a reflection of the 
line’s global inspiration. 

Arif has also created samples for his Spring 2015 
collection, which is influenced by the global sport 
trend. This collection features dove grey, lemon 
yellow, cognac and black leather jackets with 
unique mesh ribbing and hole-punched leather.  

Aldona Barutowicz, a Calgary freelance stylist, 
writer and photographer, says she loves how Arif’s 
line is growing bolder because it is a reflection of 
how bold his story is. 

“I think it’s incredible that he was able to take 
his passion and make it a reality. It takes a strong 
human to be able to do that and to keep trucking, 
because it is not easy,” says Barutowicz. 

Arif adds that now he has established his 
business, the company has needs that have to 
be fulfilled.

“I have to make money to continue what I do. 
So now it is getting serious and that is the boring 
side of it, but it is an important side.”

Arif says that he knows where his materials are 
coming from and who is working on his pieces. 
He knows all his employees by their first name. 

“It’s connecting with my culture, giving back 
and producing fashion. It all comes together.”

Arif adds that he has responsibilities to his 
manufacturers as well. 

“I might just manufacture a few hundred jackets 
while big companies manufacture thousands, but 
those people are looking forward to making those 
jackets for me,” says Arif. 

Katrina Olson-Mottahed, a Calgary based artist, 
traveled with Arif to Paris. 

Olson-Mottahed says that Arif creates wearable, 
classic pieces. She adds that his business 
background is what will help make him successful.

“He focuses on his consumer and what works 
for women. He is concerned about fit, which a 
lot of designers are not,” says Olson-Mottahed. 
“Which is especially difficult as a man designing 
for women.” 

Arif has also been planning to launch a men’s 
leather jacket line. After a trip to Las Vegas this 
summer to take part in PROJECT – a wholesaling 
convention – Arif connected with Mike Tyson’s 
manager and boxer Floyd Mayweather. He is 
designing jackets for the two athletes. 

“It’s a cool way to launch my men’s line,” says 
Arif. 

Olson-Mottahed adds that she hopes Arif 
continues going after his creativity. “I think he is 
successful when he does that and I hope to see 
him carried in a wide variety of retailers.”  

“I can see Aleem becoming a household name,” 
says Selbee. “Short term, I can see Aleem being 
carried in prestigious stores across Canada for 
sure.” 

“I have my doubts everyday,” says Arif with a 
laugh, adding that he is still in touch with his old 
co-workers in Boston and has seen them buy 
property, get married and start families. 

“I could have done that, or I could be who I am 
right now. I get to be creative and I get to have fun 
with what I do, that is what my life is.”
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Arif and friend, Katrina Olson-Mottahed, travelled to Paris together to help Arif find inspiration 
for his Fall/Winter 2014 line. Arif was inspired by the architecture of the city and how the light 
hit the buildings differently. PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEEM ARIF
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“I wanted to make 
my own mistakes, 
kick the stability 
and start over.”

ALEEM ARIF,
Fashion designer

PHOTO BY: SARAH COMBER/
CALGARY JOURNAL
MODEL: ALINA COX
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The unlikeliest of bromances
How Calgary Flames’ young star Sean Monahan and veteran tough guy Brian 
McGrattan forged one of the locker room’s closest friendships

Bold, menacing, and heavily-tattooed, Brian 
McGrattan has been giving opponents 
nightmares for years. Weighing north of 235 

pounds, and standing 6’4, the 33-year-old Calgary 
Flames winger has paved his NHL career with his 
fists.

This makes his close friendship with the 
Flames’ smooth-skating 20-year-old centre, Sean 
Monahan all the more intriguing. 

Monahan was a highly-touted centre after two 
strong junior seasons for the Ottawa 67’s, before 
being drafted sixth overall by the Calgary Flames 
in 2013. His slick puck handling skills, high hockey 
IQ and pure ability to put the puck in the net gave 
fans hope about a player who might one day fill 
the void left by former captain, Jarome Iginla. 

To put it simply, McGrattan and Monahan are 
completely opposite on the ice. 

Off the ice, the dissimilarities continue to pile 
up. Monahan is calm, reserved, and comes off as 
shy towards the media. McGrattan’s reputation 
is the opposite. The popular @boringmonahan 
Twitter profile, to which McGrattan has falsely 
been accused of creating, pokes fun at Monahan’s 
quiet nature.

So how did the two players with completely 
different on-ice roles and polar opposite 
personalities become the best of friends off the 
ice? It all started when McGrattan took the baby-
faced teenager under his wing during Monahan’s 
rookie season.

Teams often task veteran players, like McGrattan, 
with showing the rookies the ropes to ease the 
process of getting settled into the NHL, both on 
and off the ice. Coming into his first NHL camp, 
Monahan didn’t know what to expect.

But out of all the mentors Monahan had, he 
seemed to have the most unique bond with 
McGrattan.

 “As the season went on, me and Grats started 
to get along really well, and sitting beside each 
other on the plane and stuff like that,” Monahan 
said. “I think ever since, that friendship has grown 
and we’re really good buddies now.”

Last year, McGrattan put together his best 
statistical season since entering the NHL in 2006. 
While the fan-favourite posted a humble eight 
points, he played more minutes in different 
situations, and adopted a bigger leadership role 
on the team. Through his career, that saw stops 
in Ottawa, Nashville, Phoenix as well as Calgary, 
the grizzled veteran has developed into a team 
leader. The leadership he extended to Monahan 
grew into one of his closest friendships. 

“He’s one of my closest buddies on the team,” 
McGrattan said. “You might not get that anywhere 
else, where one of the older guys is buddies with 
one of the younger guys, but it’s pretty cool.”

Despite playing completely different roles on the team, Brian McGrattan, left, and Sean Monahan, right, have grown into close friends on and off the ice.  
PHOTOS BY GERRY THOMAS/CALGARY FLAMES

LUCAS SILVA
lsilva@cjournal.ca
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The odd pairing is reminiscent of other 

intriguing NHL duos. Hockey fans may draw 
comparisons to the relationship Wayne Gretzky 
had with The Edmonton Oilers’ resident tough 
guy, Dave Semenko. While Gretzky was shattering 
scoring records, and leading the Oilers to four 
Stanley Cup victories, Semenko lurked in the 
background making sure opponents stayed away 
from his good buddy.

On the ice before and after practice, the two 
like to keep it loose, and joke around. Monahan 
even sets the hulking winger up for a one-timer 
or two. It’s clear they enjoy each other’s company 
on the ice despite the different roles they play on 
the team.

But the friendship extends far beyond the 
confines of The Scotiabank Saddledome. The two 
players can be seen around the city hanging out, 

going to movies, or going for dinner in an effort 
to let loose away from the rink. Monahan is even 
sporting a new tattoo on his right bicep, courtesy 
of McGrattan’s favourite artist.

McGrattan has served as an inspiration to 
players outside the Flames’ locker room, as well. 
Since being drafted in 1999, the hulking enforcer 
has been involved in over 200 fights. However, 
the biggest fight of his life was a long bout with 
alcoholism. This December will mark his sixth year 
of sobriety. 

From a player’s perspective, especially one 
who’s early in his career, having a close friend 
who acts as a role model could be a big part of 
growing as a player and an individual. Monahan 
cites McGrattan as someone he respects and 
someone he can learn from.

“He’s a good guy, and I respect him,” Monahan explained. “Obviously he’s an older guy and he’s 
been through a lot, so having that kind of guy as 
one of my good friends is pretty special and it will 
benefit me down the road.”

In the locker room, the rather intimidating 
McGrattan looked to be somewhat annoyed at 
the constant questions about the role of enforcers 
and fighters in the NHL during post-practice 
interviews. His mood seemed to change when 
he was asked about Monahan. Immediately, 
a smile replaced his grimace, and he was 
genuinely excited to be able to talk about the 
strong qualities, on and off the ice, that Monahan 
possesses. 

“Monny’s a great kid, he really fits in well with 
this team. He’s a young guy, but he’s also one of 
our leaders by the way he plays and by the way 
he carries himself,” McGrattan explained. 

While Monahan has never lived with McGrattan 
since he moved to Calgary as a rookie in 2013, it 
hasn’t been left out of question. 

“He was living with Jiri [Hudler] for a little bit last 
year out of camp, and then he was by himself, and 
then this year I think he’s with [Lance Bouma], but 
my wife would love to have him living with us,” he 
said with a laugh. 

The ten-year veteran predicts Monahan has 
a bright future ahead, and thinks he’ll do great 
things as a member of the Flames organization.

“I think this city and this organization should 
be very happy with the type of player that they 
have here,” McGrattan said confidently. “He’ll be a 
star player for years to come here. Down the line, 
a future captain of this team.”

Monahan had a solid first pro season, netting 
22 goals and 12 assists in 75 games playing just 
under 16 minutes a game. Just like McGrattan, 
many Flames fans and analysts across the league 
expect Monahan will build on his strong rookie 
campaign, and develop into a star for the team 
in the years to come. 

Monahan, McGrattan and the rest of the Flames 
will start the month of November on the road. The 
five game East Coast road trip begins in Montreal 
against the Canadiens on November 2, and wraps 
up with a game in Raleigh, NC against the Carolina 
Hurricanes on Nov. 10. It will be another good 
chance for the team to bond on the road before 
returning home to Calgary. 

The faceoff circle proved to be a point of struggle during Monahan’s rookie season, as he won only 
45.9 per cent of his draws. It’s an area of his game he looks to improve as he grows as a player. 
PHOTO BY GERRY THOMAS/CALGARY FLAMES

“He’s one of my closest buddies 
on the team. You might not get 
that anywhere else, where one 

of the older guys is buddies with 
one of the younger guys, but it’s 

pretty cool.”
SEAN MONAHAN,

Calgary Flames Forward
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Athlete of the Month: Sang Lee
Former Calgary Taekwondo standout takes a swing at golf career at Washington 
State University

NEIL HILTS
nhilts@cjournal.ca

Despite being the best taekwondo athlete 
in the province and one of the tops in the 
country, Calgarian Sang Lee, 22, chose golf 

over marital arts, without picking up a club until 
he was 13 years-old.

Nine years later, Lee is in his fifth year at 
Washington State University (WSU) and part of 
the men’s golf team on athletic and academic 
scholarships. 

He recently clinched a Pacific-12 (Western U.S.A. 
collegiate conference) individual title in the NCAA, 
adding to his growing list of achievements.

“I really wanted to get a win at this level before 
I plan on moving onto the next one. It felt good 
to finally get that,” Lee said.

FAMILY AND GOLF
For Lee, and his sister Cecilia, taekwondo was a 
sport their father Chanwoo Lee wanted his kids 
to compete in and gain valuable lessons. 

The Lee children trained with their father who 
founded Chan Lee Taekwondo, a martial arts 
school in Calgary.

Sang dominated in the sport.
“I won provincials almost every time I competed 

and I won nationals two times. I also represented 
Canada at the Pan-Am games and Junior World 
Championships in Turkey,” Sang said.

He began hitting the links after he decided to 
try two new sports — soccer and golf. Despite his 
passion for taekwondo, Sang’s dad encouraged 
his new interests.

“As a father, I wanted to give him the options 
to experience many other sports other than 
taekwondo,” Chanwoo said via e-mail. “I wanted 
to be a soccer player when I was younger so I think 
there was a pressure but when it came to golf, it 
was Sang who told me first that he wanted to take 
golf seriously.”

“He was hitting the ball for five hours at the 
age of 14 when it’s dark and you can’t see the 
ball anymore. One time he didn’t know the golf 
club closed and had to jump over the fence to 
get out. That’s what made me decide, ‘I don’t care 
how much or how long it will take, I believe and I 
will support my son’. Nobody had to tell him what 
to do.”

GROWING UP IN CALGARY
Though born in Incheon, South Korea, the Lee 
family moved to Canada when Sang was six. They 
went to Edmonton and several stops in B.C. before 
settling in Calgary. 

Through grades 10 to 12, Lee attended the Edge 
School For Athletes, which is on the outskirts of 
Calgary near Springbank. Sang spoke highly of 
the private school and said it’s a big reason why 

he was so prepared for college golf.
“I’d say the Edge School is probably the closest 

thing we have, maybe in Canada, to relate to 
college golf because they practice after class just 
like we do. They workout before or after, just like 
we do in college. They travel to the States as a 
group to play in events, which is pretty much what 
we do in college. They really teach you how to 
manage school and golf.”

Throughout high school, where the Lees 
paid $15,000 in tuition per year, Sang recorded 
numerous top finishes as a junior including 
some big victories in the Canadian Junior Golf 
Association and Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tours.

“I took second three times at the Alberta 
Juniors; I was never able to finish that off. I think 
at the Alberta Amateur, I took a third, a sixth and 
a couple top 10s.” 

His high school coach, Randy Robb, said even 
though Sang started golf just two years prior to 
joining Edge, he was a top player.  Robb added 
Sang’s work ethic was above and beyond.

“Sang was always a guy that would overtrain,” 
Robb said. “We would talk about a drill – a three-
foot putting drill and how many you can get in a 
row. The next day, he’d come in and say he was 
at the Golf Dome for about five hours the night 
before and got up to 100 or whatever. He always 
thought that quantity was the key. This summer, 
he learned a lot, he is a little more balanced and 
he understands it.” 

AFTER COLLEGE
Following his WSU graduation with a major in 
sport management and minor in business in 
May, Lee plans to keep playing the greens, and 
hopes to one day join the Professional Golfers’ 
Association (PGA) Tour. 

“I’m not sure how early I’ll turn professional 
because I want to feel like I’m ready first. It 
does cost quite a bit of money and I don’t want 
to jump into it if I don’t feel ready.”

His head coach at Washington State, Garrett 
Clegg, said Lee has the potential to become 
a pro. 

“Sang has a really strong mind. He’s got 
some great inner beliefs and you need that 
professionally. Once you’re out there on your 
own, you have to believe and Sang’s got some 
inner strength that will serve him well. His 
short game and putting and chipping is very 
good,” Clegg said.

At Sang’s win on September 30th, his father 
Chanwoo was able to attend the game for the 
very first time in his son’s collegiate career, and 
said he was thrilled with the outcome. 

“I was super excited to see him win. I felt my 
arms and body shaking. I was a proud father 
that day.”

“I pushed him hard so I think that is why he 
chose golf - the only sport he could beat his 
dad at,” Chanwoo said.

At the conclusion of his final year at Washington State University in May, Lee says he wants to turn 
profession and one day represent Canada in the Olympics. PHOTO COURTESY OF CHANWOO LEE 
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CWHL-Rogers Sportsnet partnership 
bodes well for women’s hockey
Calgary Inferno players excited for potential growth of game

NEIL HILTS
nhilts@cjournal.ca

Almost a year after a 12-year, $5.2-billion deal 
that gave Rogers Communications exclusive 
Canadian television rights to the NHL, the 

ever-expanding company made a  deal for the 
rights to broadcast another hockey league.

On Sept. 30, Rogers Sportsnet and the Canadian 
Women’s Hockey League (CHWL) – a league 
comprised of the Calgary Inferno, along with 
four other North American teams --  announced 
a four-year partnership (financials undisclosed) 
that will see Sportsnet broadcast three games of 
the Clarkson Cup Playoffs each season for the next 
four years, along with several special events each 
season.

Brenda Andress, the commissioner of the CWHL, 
said she is excited about the impact of the deal.

“The more times publicly we’re seen, the better 
our game is viewed by different people. They 
see the game for what it is – pure hockey. We’re 
very different, anybody who watched the games 
during the Olympics will see, it’s all about talent, 
it’s all about skill.”

During last year’s Olympics which saw Canada 
defeat the US in both men’s and women’s hockey 
for gold medals, the viewership was huge, 
especially for the female side. 

“It definitely makes a very strong statement that 
girls’ hockey can get a strong following, and now 
all we need to do is to move from the Olympics to 
watching us so they don’t have to wait every four 
years and they can still watch this great hockey 
game played right in front of them,” Andress said.

Members of the Calgary Inferno, the only 
western team in the CWHL, weighed in on the 
deal with Rogers. Olympian Rebecca Johnston, 
who starred for Canada in both Vancouver and 
Sochi and is in her first season with the Inferno, 
welcomed the spotlight.

“It’s good to get our league out there and 
I know a lot of people don’t realize where girls 
play after college. It’s nice to get that exposure 
and hopefully we get some good games on TV so 
people can come out and watch,” Johnston said.

Team captain Kelsey Webster said the TV deal 
doesn’t necessarily change her feelings towards 
the game, but she wants to see it grow.

“I play the game because I love the game, but I 
want to see it develop as much as possible while 
I’m still playing,” Webster said.

“After some people get the access to it at their 
own homes it might draw some people out. It’s a 
stepping-stone, so you can only hope for the best.”

Adam Proteau, a columnist for The Hockey News 
since 1999, has been a big advocate for women’s 
hockey. He said it’s a big first step, but the league 
has a long way to go. 

“I think the challenge is rather stark and it’s an 
uphill battle, but at the same time, it wasn’t that 
long ago that people really turned up their noses 
at the idea that women could play in the Olympics 
and people would care,” Proteau said.

The CWHL season starts in the middle of 
October and ends on March 1 before playoffs 
start right after. The Clarkson Cup is a four-team 
event, meaning the bottom team in the league 
does not qualify. Each team will plays each other 

in the round robin.
Along with the Inferno, Boston Blades, 

Brampton Thunder, Montreal Stars and Toronto 
Furies make up the league. The league boasts 
many Olympic stars, including Americans Hillary 
Knight (Boston,) and Megan Bozek (Toronto,) and 
Canadians Laura Faurtino (Brampton,) Natalie 
Spooner (Toronto,) Tessa Bonhomme (Toronto,) 
among others.

While the CWHL does not pay their players, 
they do cover all travel, equipment, ice rentals 
and other costs. Commissioner Andress said she 
hopes televised games will translate into fans 
buying tickets, attending games, and tuning into 
great hockey.

“When it’s on TV and it’s live and people are 
watching the game, it sends a message to our 
girls that everything they’re doing as ambassadors 
of the league,” Andress said. “Everything they’re 
doing to ensure that those who come after them 
will be paid, has a meaning.”

The Inferno play out of the Joan Snyder Arena 
in the Markin McPhail Centre at Canada Olympic 
Park. Tickets cost $15 per game and can be 
purchased on the Inferno’s website, along with 
the schedule. 

From Nov. 21-23, the Brampton Thunder come 
to Calgary, while in December, the Inferno head 
out east for a three-game set with the Boston 
Blades.

Delayne Brian, last year’s CWHL goalie of 
the year, said more exposure will give players’ 
parents who live away from the team a great 
chance to watch their daughers in action. 
PHOTO BY NEIL HILTS/CALGARY JOURNAL

Two-time Olympic gold medalist Rebecca Johnston said she is excited for the TV deal between 
Sportsnet and the CWHL. PHOTO BY NEIL HILTS/CALGARY JOURNAL
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MEET ROMY TITTEL 
AND ZAIA ABRAHAM 
 
Situated 15 minutes west of 
Calgary’s downtown along 
Highway 8, lays an obscure 
home marveled over by archi-
tects and curious by-passers 
alike for over a decade.

In 2000, Romy Tittel and Zaia 
Abraham built their uncon-
ventional home in the heart 
of Elbow Valley, on a four-acre 
property with minimal building 
restrictions. Though the pair 
had no preconceptions of their 
home’s design, they knew two 
things for sure: a property capa-
ble of sustaining its surround-
ing wildlife and a one-of-a-kind 
architectural design.

The Calgary couple, who own 
PROCAD Software, worked with 
local architect Gerald Forseth 
to design a home incorporat-
ing elements from both Tittel’s 
local roots and Abraham’s As-
syrian background.

“What we both really love 
about our home is its combina-
tion of his Eastern background 
and my Western background 
and the wonderful combina-
tion of those two things com-
ing together,” Tittel said. “It just 
totally expresses who we are 
and how we see ourselves.”

The village-like complex 
boasts a serpentine driveway 
insists that visitors take a “jour-
ney” around the habitat each 
time they visit, encouraging 
them to take in changing views 
and the facade of each of the 
property’s four buildings. 

WHO LIVES THERE? 

“We never built it 
with any intention 

of resale, this home 
is us— this is our 

home.”
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